Prisoners get what they can. Sometimes the prison has a few drugs and these are allocated until they run out. Sometimes the family is able to bring in some for a while until their money runs out. By die time pre-trial prisoners have been convicted and sent to die labour camps to serve their sentences, it is reasonable to assume diat many of diem are resistant to die main TB drugs. Indeed the publication, The Global Impact of Drug-Resistant Tuberculosis, published in October 1999, l suggests that in most Russian prisons for which diere is dam, at least one-fifth of the TB patients have multi-drug resistant TB, and a majority have some resistance to the first line TB drugs. A number of enterprising and dedicated people from humanitarian organisations are working hard to bring some relief to die hard-pressed prison service. How successful dieir interventions have been is not so clear. Some have come widi the World Health Organisation-supported DOTS programme, only to find that levels of resistance have reduced die effectiveness of die regime. They have encountered a range of complex problems. Security comes into conflict widi medical needs. Prisoners are moved half way tlirough a drug treatment programme to a prison where diere is no treatment. Drugs and nutritional supplements become currency amongst prisoners and are bartered for odier goods and services. Programmes limited to prisons fail to address die problems in the society outside. The prison population is not static. Prisoners are entitled to family visits. Prisoners halfway dirough a DOTS programme are released into the community widi no followup. Staff who work in a prison also act as a bridge between the prison and die world outside die walls. The solutions are complex. Narrow medical interventions can easily make die situation worse. A response is needed diat looks at die process as a whole. Penal reform is needed to improve the conditions in many of die pre-trial detention centres described by some commentators as torture. It is also needed for public healdi reasons, to increase die amount of light and fresh air, to provide better food, to improve hygiene. Restructuring the prison medical service so diat it is part of die national healdi system has always been regarded as a prerequisite of die protection of prisoners' rights. It is also essential if die treatment of prisoners is to be linked to treatment in die outside community and some continuity is to be achieved. In the countries of die former Soviet Union too many people are sent to prison. Many of diose waiting in pre-trial detention are locked up for minor offences against property. Before tlieir case even comes to trial diey can become infected widi a disease diat may kill diem. Alternatives to pre-trial detention and speedier trials would make a vital contribution not only to justice but also to healdi. Prison reform is thus a legitimate issue for public healdi professionals.
